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Campaign for
Regis University
receives $9
million donation

Senior seminar
to help struggling
Colorado
communities
Jenn Ledford
Staff Reporter

Writing the next
chapter with change
to spare
Vincent Garzone
Staff Reporter
The fundraising campaign, "YIJriting
the Next Chapter," has surpassed a
projected goal of $75 million. A donation of $9.5 million was recently made
to Regis University by an anonymous
donor, totaling $76.1 million, $6.1 million over the goal.
Father Michael J. Sheeran, president of Regis University, sent out a
voicemail to all faculty and staff regarding the generous donation and noting
that it is the "largest single gift in Regis
history."
The campaign, as explained by
Dean Laatt, associate vice-president
for University Relations, is "guaranteeing Regis' future." An informational
packet given to alumni and friends of
Regis University explains how the
$76.1 million will be allocated to serve
three major initiatives.
First of these initiatives is upholding
Regis' Jesuit, Catholic character,
meaning, funding programs that help
promote and solidify the Jesuit Mission
on the Regis campus. Second, the
campaign hopes to keep Regis "within
financial reach for all students," or in
other words, providing financial aid.
Third, the campaign aims to provide
the necessary facilities for promoting a
solid "learning environment." Among
these three perspectives, $75 million
total was the projected amount needed
to sufficiently fulfill the intended goals.
Thanks to the recent $9.5 million
donation, however, Regis was able to
go above and beyond the projected
goal.
Nonetheless, the campaign has not
ended. According to Laatt, "The campaign will continue all the way through
the end of April." Laatt explained, "We
need to continue in order to bring
[numbers] up in whatever [areas] we
are short in." Laatt further expressed

Denver, Colorado
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The fall season brings a beautiful vista of deep reds, browns, and oranges,
reminding all in the Regis community of nature's beauty.
that areas can be short when the campaign has reached and even surpassed the goal amount because, ultimately, donors decide where to
donate. "When we receive a donation,
we meet with the donor, and they
either tell us they want their donation
to be placed towards this area, or they
ask us where their donation could be
best used," he said. Therefore, if the
campaign receives numerous donations placed towards one area, other
areas may come up short. Thus, the
campaign continues.
Laatt also pointed out, "We don't
exactly have $75 million just sitting
around somewhere now either." He
explained that donations come in various forms. Donations can come [as]

cash or checks, stock, gifts of property,
gifts providing life income, and
bequests. Gifts providing life income
are planned gifts of cash, securities, or
other property, which are given upon a
certain time. Bequests are also a form
of planned gift, where the donation is
through a will or a trust. According to
Laatt, "Approximately 80 percent [of
donations] are cash and pledges. The
other roughly 20 percent are bequests
or planned giving." Therefore, it may
take some time before the campaign
actually has its amount of $75 million
at hand.
A group of Regis Alumni, also
known as the Campaign Cabinet,
See Campaign on page 2

On Saturday, September 23, students of the Senior Leadership
Seminar taught by Dr. Randy Lumpp,
professor of religious studies, visited
the communities of La Junta and
Rocky Ford, Colorado in order to see
first hand the economic and social
struggles of these communities.
In cooperation with the Colorado
Office of Economic Development,
Action 22 (visit.action22.org), and the
communities of La Junta and Rocky
Ford, the students, with the knowledge
gained from their visit, will propose a
plan to help keep youth and young
adults in the community. Students
working in groups of three have developed situational analyses for each
town to assess major problems and
consider alternative actions. Each of
the smaller groups will form two large
groups of 12-15 for their final projects.
Lumpp has been teaching a seminar this for several years, but never
one with this type of project. One of
his goals in the leadership seminar is
to get students with different backgrounds and majors to work together
toward a common goal.
"I would like to get out of the 19th
century in terms of the way we do education," Lumpp explained.
In order to do so, he has collaborated with Beth Parish, program Manager
for the John J. Sullivan Endowed Chair
for Free Enterprise, in order to take
students out of the classroom and into
the community.
Parish explained that she met with
several people about the issue, including Cathy Garcia from Action 22,
Clarke Becker from the Rural
Economic Development Council, and
Darlene Scott from the Governor's
Office on Economic Development and
International Trade. Parish expressed
that these individuals put together
great "on the ground" learning experiences for the students.

See Seminar on page 3
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Pump for a good
cause
Vincent Garzone
Staff Reporter
At a blood drive sponsored by
Professional Studies, in connection
with Bonfils Blood Center, several
members of the Regis community
answered the call for donated blood,
this past Friday, October 6. Bonfils
Blood Center set up operations in the
Conference Center located in lot 5.
According to information provided by
Bonfils Blood Center, they "need 4,350
volunteer donors each week to meet
Colorado needs." The donated blood is
used towards, "medical treatments,
such as organ transplants, emergency
surgeries, and trauma cases." Bonfils
encourages anyone eligible to donate:
"When you give blood it is always
needed and always appreciated."
The process for donating blood is
fairly quick and easy, taking just under
an hour. Upon arrival to the donation
center, a prospective donor will first fill
out a questionnaire, then have their
vitals checked, and then proceed to
give their donation if all eligibility criteria are met. Basic eligibility requirements include being at least 18 years
old, or 17 with consent, weighing at
least 11 O pounds, and being in good
health with no history of Hepatitis or
HIV. Recommendations for a safer and
easier process include being well
hydrated and having food in the stomach to minimize the possibility of fainting or any other adverse reactions.
According to Patty Gonzalez, production manager· of SPS Distance
Learning, the turnout of the blood
drive, "was about average. We had
approximately 27 people sign up [to
donate], and seven were walk-ins."
However, she believes a possible
affect on the turnout was due to a
recent blood drive that had already
taken place at Regis . "Next time, we
should probably spread out the dates a
little more," Gonzales said.
Due to a 56 day required interval
between donations, anyone who gave
blood at the recent previous blood
drive could not donate again at this
one.
However, this will not be the only
opportunity to donate blood. Bonfils
Blood Center plans on making another
stop at the Student Center twice more
through out the school year, the first
being February 6, and the second on
April 3, 2007. Following the school
year, stops at Professional Studies will
also be made on June 5 and August 7,
2007.

Campaign from front page
makes this campaign possible. The
cabinet consists of, but is not limited to,
John P. Box, president of the campaign
and class of 1968 graduate; Kathleen
J. Fortune, co-chair; William J.
Fortune, co-chair and class of 1969
graduate ; and Father Michael J.
of
Regis
Sheeran ,
president
University.
However, this will not be the only
campaign to help continue Regis' success. According to Laatt, there will be
another campaign starting in about
three or four years, but that it would
gear more towards "smaller projects in
the three to five million dollar range. "
Before setting a new fundraising
goal, however, Laatt expressed practicality: "The campaign will have to conduct a feasible study in order to determine how much to raise in the next
campaign."
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Dialogue deepens doubts
of ethnic and cultural
acceptance
Jacqueline Kharouf
Editor-in-Chief
This past Wednesday, October 4, in
a dialogue sponsored by the Institute
on the Common Good, the Office of
Diversity, lgnatian Spirituality, and
Personal Counseling, members of the
Regis community gathered together to
discuss issues of diversity. Spurred by
the academy-award winning film,
Crash, members of the group discussed personal instances of racial or
ethnic discrimination, the manifestation
of discrimination in the film, and how to
be more aware of discrimination in the
community.
The goals of the dialogue included
breaking down barriers, building new
relationships, and sharing individual
stories. Whether they had seen the
film before or not, each member of the
group spoke on the clip, how it affected them personally, and recalled
instances where they had also been
exposed to racial or ethnic discrimination.
One member commented on the
repercussions of discriminating an
individual as a member of an ethnic or
racial group. She explained that when
a member of a minority group is discriminated, that member represents
the group: "you are seen as a group,
you're one individual that's seen as a
group," she said. "It's hard to step
back, except when you're in the majority group."
Another group member explained
that the great tragedy of the film lies in
the interconnectedness of the characters and plot, which bring together
unrelated people to create tragic and
unavoidable events because of misinterpretations and misunderstandings.
"The film [clip] conjures up a lot of
emotions in just a short time. I found
myself kind of overwhelmetl with emotions," one person added.
The group discussion turned toward
perceptions and stereotypes.
One
member explained how she was guilty
of stereotyping her own race: "I am just
as guilty of stereotyping my own race
[as they do in the film], but to hear
someone else stereotyping them, you
get upset," she said. "Just the emotions play such a vital role in how you
perceive people and how you look at
them."
"Stereotypes play such a big role,
especially for a minority and someone's whose had stereotypes on them
and then being guilty of stereotyping
people too," the group member continued, "It's a battle that you're constantly
dealing with: you don't want to stereotype because you know how it
enforces those stereotypes, but then at
the same time the stereotypes still

exist."
d"
One group member express~d _1sappointment in the film. After .~1e~i~g
the film, she said she noted !his _is
wrapped up a little too neatly. ~till,
she continued: "What I appreciate
about it now.... is that it can be used as
a teaching tool. Breaking up into cl!ps,
that's when you can drive the points
home."
Other group members discussed
first hand experiences with discrimination. One member explained that
when she was in an airport, another
passenger grabbed his bag as she
approached.
"I was angry," she expressed. "It's
just that one moment you see it, you
know it happens everyday and you
kind of dismiss it, 'ok they have problem with me, but I'm gonna dismiss it,'
and then you see something and you
go 'I can't dismiss that one, there's no
way I can dismiss that one.'"
The discussion turned toward differences, knowing when to acknowledge
"I think
them and when not to.
acknowledging difference is natural,"
one member said, "and [it's natural] to
be careful with difference because you
don't know ... But then you have to
learn to control that: when is it the
wrong thing to do?"
He continued, "You can't let common
sense and instincts go just to be politically correct. .. so how do you strike a
balance?"
Another member spoke on her experiences with discrimination and how
she deals with it. "I really do speak out
about things, unfortunately too much
so," she said. She continued with a
story of an experience in Wal-Mart. "I
was in Wal-Mart ... and this lady
grabbed her purse and I said, 'I have
my own money ... and I wanted to let
you know that I know what you just
did.' Call it a chip on my shoulder, but
I didn't put it there."
She explained that she points out
discrimination when she sees it: "It's
survival, you have to survive and you
have to point things out," she said.
"They don't understand what effect
that has on you, the individual."
At the conclusion of the discussion,
group members shared their thoughts
on the future. Although most felt hopeful, many felt saddened by the situation
in the world today. The majority of the
group felt this discussion was only the
tip of the iceberg and that the issue
needs to be made more conscious.
However, for others, the issue of
diversity and discrimination is a hopeless one.
"I lie in bed and think 'Oh God,
tomorrow's coming,"' one group member said. "Tomorrow's coming and
nothing's going to be different.''

Upcoming Diversity Dialogues

Ta boo Topics:
Politics, Homosexuality, Religion , and Other Things
We Shouldn't Talk About
Thursday, October 19 4:00-6:00 p.m. in the Regis
Room, Carroll Hall
For more information, contact the office of
diversity at 303. 964.5304 or at diversity@regis.edu

Contact the Highlander
3333 Regis Blvd, Mail Stop 1-8
Denver, CO 80221

Our Mission:
As the staff of the Regis University
weekly publication, the Highlander,
we intend to serve the campus and
the neighborhood by providing a
forum wherein ideas are explored
and news is provided. Our publication is designed to cultivate
awareness, understanding and
dialogue about matters of
community importance.
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EXECUTIVE TANS
One free tanning session with the purchase
of a lotion sample valued at $5 or more.

*Good in ANY tanning unitl
This offer good at 7310 W 52nd Avenue
(303)421~117
or our now storo at
9'975 Wadsworth P rkway
(303) 403-4249
Try our

Some students said, when visiting
Rocky Ford, that they were going back
in time. Rocky Ford's only form of
entertainment, a movie theater, runs
solely on the work of its three paid
employees along with volunteers.
Rocky Ford and La Junta are two of
the poorest communities in Colorado.
"Businesses come in but they can't
afford to stay," said student Aimee
Moline.
"Our job is to not only have people
stay, but have people come live there,"
added Lisa Finley, when explaining the
purpose of their project.
Students spent their day-long visit
meeting with a variety of Rocky Ford
community members including the
mayor, vice-principal of the middle
school, the owner of the movie theater
and high school students. They eve~
discovered some of the high school
students have put together a detailed
business plan for a roller skating rink
that would be located across the street
from the movie theater.
Students who visited La Junta found
that even on a Saturday afternoon, all
the stores were closed. "It was dead,"

student Valerie Oliver commented.
One of the few forms of entertainment
for young people in La Junta is the
Sk8-Way Skate Park, designed by
Tony Hawk, professional skateboarder.
La Junta has mostly nature-based
activities and is located about ten miles
southeast of Rocky Ford.
Not many individuals of the younger
generation stay in La Junta and Rocky
Ford. For instance, students talked to i
a man in his early 20s who is already
on the city council and will soon be the
owner of his father's video store. La
Junta students said that the community is out of ideas and lacks real leadership in order to promote any kind of
development.
Based on their experiences and
research, students in Lumpp's class
will progressively develop an action
plan for La Junta and Rocky Ford.
Their goal is to keep the younger generations in these communities so that
La Junta and Rocky Ford can start to
grow rather than dwindle in existence
by the few members they have left.
Both groups will present proposals
on December 6 to representatives
from each of the communities.

ysbc UV Free Spray Tan Unit

at our Westm nster locahon for a discounted
pnce of $18.00 for on session!
Both locations open t 6am on weekdays!

"Offer expires October 31. 2006.

$1 Games!
$1 Shoes!

Happ) Hour
~Ion-Fri
4:00 to 6:00pm

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS Noon - 8pm!
38th & Tejon, North Denver
303.455.9852 - gaetanositalian.com

Wednesdays
@
8:00pm

Let our business help vour business!
Advertise with us!

*Students receive one free game with student I.D. *
Elitch Lanes 3825 Tennyson Denver CO (303) 477-1633

For ad rates, questions, or other
advenising concerns please email our
advertising stall at hldrads@reuis.edu or
call 303.964.5391
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Where does Columbus Day fit in social justice?
Critical reconsideration of a national holiday
elle thomas
Opinions Editor

This past Sunday, much of the
United States celebrated Columbus
Day. Most of us were taught when we
were quite young that Christopher
Columbus, financed by Queen Isabella
of Spain, discovered "the New World"
in 1492. And many of us leaned about
Columbus so early (long before we
had ever heard of the phrase "critical
thinking") that we've hardly ever questioned the "history" we were taught.

However, just because we learned
something so early in our lives doesn't
mean we can't look critically at it now.
My American Heritage Dictionary
defines the word discover as "to be the
first to find, learn of, or observe." So,
in order for Columbus to have discovered what became the Americas, all
those millions of acres of land would
have to have been devoid of people.
The recent spotlight on immigration
has, I hope, reinforced the fact that
there were most certainly humans living on the soil we now call the United

States of America back in 1492. Native
American tribes predated Columbus'
arrival by many years (most definitely
hundreds, perhaps even thousands).
Virtually all of us "Americans" are
immigrants. That should make it clear
that Christopher Columbus did not
truly discover America. So why exactly is there a Columbus Day, and what
does it celebrate?
Columbus Day was first celebrated
by Italians in New York in 1866.
Although he was financed by Spain,
the sailor himself was Italian.

Michael J. Sheeran, S.J.- President, RegisUniversify

Cleany,the realify of immigration inthe United States has become amajor concern
for many Americans. The sheer volume of illegal immigrants to this counby has
more than doubled in the past ten years, from an estimated 5million in 1996 to as
many as 12 million today. (fu.v Charitable Trust) Further,the economic conditions
in M~co and many other nations continue to deteriorate for many of theircitizens,
dri~ng many to desperate measures to survive and to pro~de for their families by
These large rallies were one marker of the significance of immigration in
maijng the dangerous crossing into the U.S. l'lithout ~sas or residency permits.
American polrtical and economic life. Other markers of the importance of this
In addition, many U.S.employers claim that they cannot keep operating their
issue have included:
businesses without access to laborers otherwise unavailable ~pt through the
• f.ompeting f.ongressional proposals to build border fences, allow illegal
hiring of migrant oorkers.final~.the lack
migrants apath to legal status,
pro~de aguest worker program, or
of clear enforcement guidelines in our
national immigration laws has di~ded
penal~e employers who hire migrants
Possible Reflection Questions:
employers, workers, immigrants and
without proper documentation;
• Aspecial session of the f.olorado legcitizens
over this complex issue.
I. tt powerful economic forces, both here and in the home countries of
islature this summer which addressed
immigrants, have dnven many desperate people to seek employment
in this country and employers here to seek them out -Ylflat
police involvement in deportations and
It's not my intent here to ad~se our comresponses
to
the
immigration
issue
(e.g.,
walls
at
the
border
'
M
th
requirements for state offices to verify
munity on how to vote on the November
Mexico or harsh penalties directed at immigrants or employers)
c~enship and legal residency status
ballot referendum, nor to comment on
make
sense
in
light
of
these
forces?
for those requesting services.
specific legislative proposals; and people
2. How will continued immigration at levels we have seen in the last
• Aballot referendum on the November
of goodwill can and often do disagree on
decade affect living wages, benefits, and job opportunities for U.S.
clection (referendum ~ requiring the
how to address the issues brought about
citizens in the future? Also, will such immigration further separate
state attorney general to sue the
by increasing immigration to this country.
the "haves· from the "have nots· in our communities?
federal government to enforce federal
However
, Ido want to offer some thoughts
3. tt we are concerned about the impact of immigration on the U.S. culimmigration laws and to require that
from our Catholic and Jesurt traditions on
ture and economy,Ylflat obligations do we have to help promote ecothe states be reimbursed for providing
this
topic that should be included in such
nomic development and opportunities in the home rountries of these
immigrant services such as education,
immigrants?
discussions and dialogues.
health care, and law enforcement
4. What Pl!lec!ations should we have of immigrants Ylflo rome here and
wish legal status for themselves and thcir families?
referendum H,which would deny tax
Catholic teachings on immigration are
5. Where do roncems for human dignify and the common good have a
credrts to employers who fail to verify
derived from the words of Christ himsett
place at the dialogue table on immigration?
the immigration status of workers; and
and other sources from Scnpture; from
6. Does denial of higher education to undocumented children Ylflo have
charges between candidates as to who
statements by popes; and from pastoral
grown up in the U.S. create apermanent underclass?
is 'soft" on immigration.
l~tters of bishops around the wond, part,culany here in the U.S.and M~co.
Last May 1, the state of f.olorado and the nation as awhole witnessed a~sible
sign of the presence of immigrants withinour communities as thousands of
workers,families, and students joined in nationwide demonstrations to mark a
"Day Wrthout Immigrants."

Respectful dialogue is animportant tenet of the Regis University mission. This is the thirdof several papers Iwill be sha ·
.
.
~
_ecommunity over the nP.Xt 11W months. It 1s my hope that dunng this ~ectionseason, we canmodel our missionas
withth
we discuss awiderange of ~L'Nl)oints on important election issues.

UNIVERSITY

•

Therefore, Italian-Americans feel
deep sense
of pride in their culturala
.
connection to Columbus. President
Franklin Roosevelt declared Columb
Day in 1937 at the request of t~s
Knights of Columbus, an ltar e
.
. t·
1an
CathoI,c orgamza ,on named after the
explorer.
Thus,
Columbus Day
.
became a na t,anal celebration of
Italian-American history which continues to this day.
. The_re is certainly nothing wrong
with having a sense of pride in one'
heritage. But what about when one·!
heritage involves the destruction of
a~other culture? So_me people - especially those of Native American and
Hispanic descent - do not share the
positive perspective Italians have of
Christopher Columbus. Rather than
remembering him as the discoverer of
the American continent, they call
Columbus a conqueror of North
American, South American, and
Caribbean indigenous peoples. In
2002, Venezuela even renamed
Columbus Day to Dia de la Resistencia
lndigena
(Day
of
Indigenous
Resistance) as a pointed effort to bring
this man off the pedestal of myth and
into a more realistic analysis of his
actions those three-hundred-some
years ago.
Colorado was the first state to honor
Christopher Columbus, in 1905. And it
was in Denver in 1992 that native peoples (led by the American Indian
Movement, or AIM) mounted a significant challenge to Columbus Day and
the annual parade. That year, according to www.coloradoaim.org, the
parade was cancelled because of a
coalition of 50 organizations and 2500
advocates opposing the parade and
what it represents. Italian-Americans
sought relief from the courts, and the
parade has continued each year since.
In protest, AIM and others have held
an event they call Transform
Columbus Day (TCD) the night before
and the day of the annual parade
through downtown Denver.
Many have criticized the TCD effort,
stating that it is an attempt by Native
peoples to censor Italian-Americans,
who have a First Amendment right and
a government sanction to have a
parade. The coalition of Native peoples counter that if the parade were
simply about honoring Italian culture,
why is it named after Columbus and
not simply called an "Italian Heritage
Parade"?
For people
who are
descendants of those Columbus "discovered," taking pride in the conquest
of a white man over millions of people
is disgusting and racist. To them, the
celebration of Columbus Day borders
on hate speech, and they vow to tight
for its transformation into something
that does not honor Italians by dishonoring indigenous peoples.
.
The Regis community is rooted in
the Jesuit tradition of social justice and
is informed by the calling of Vatican II
to be open and respectful to the cultu~;
al needs of non-white people. Do~s~.
that mean that we have a responsibility to listen to the voices of the marginalized? Aren't we called to action
when we realize that the actions of a
t
few hurt the many? Perhaps the beS
way to honor our greatest teachers nd
like Jesus
Dorothy Day, a
t rn
Archbishop Oscar Romero - 1s to u
a critical eye toward our own culture
and ask "Who are we harming when
we celebrate Columbus Day?"
I
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Students obligated to vote Time for negotiation, sans
"nukes"

Brian G. Anderson
Contributing Writer

One of my favorite quotes is Walter
H. Judd. He said, "People often say
that, in a democracy, decisions are
made by a majority of the people. Of
course, that is not true. Decisions are
made by a majority of those who make
themselves heard and who vote-a
very different thing." I think about that
quote a lot, especially during election
years, when I speak with fellow college
students and young adults about the
issues. The apathy with which most
college students view the political
process is disheartening, as is their
tendency to believe that their votes do
not matter. I am often surprised by the
lack of interest and knowledge people
in our society have regarding politics. It
is one's apathy which leads to ignorance and, ultimately, to the removal of
oneself from the political process, most
especially by not voting. Most college
students are apathetic as indicated by
the estimate that less than 30 percent
of young adults will vote in this year's
election.
I hope that at a school as exceptional as Regis University, students will
graduate with knowledge and an interest in the political process. After all,
political decisions affect us every day
of our lives. It is important to realize
that our votes do count and that one
may find the political process fascinating if one delves into it. If our right to
vote was taken from us, most of us
would lament and many would protest.
Voting is a principle on which America
was founded. Each class and group in
America has struggled for the right to
vote. We ought to honor the people of
the past who provided us with that priviledge by voting as often as possible.
Voting is the soul of the American political process. We as citizens can stand
with or revolt against our government

and its decisions and actions. In our
representative democracy, it is our
votes which pressure the Legislative
and Executive branches of government to abide by the will of the people.
By voting, we decide our nation's
future.
The next opportunity to vote will be
Tuesday,
November
7,
2006.
Americans will line up at polling places
across the country to cast their respective votes for the future of our state and
country, and hopefully, you'll be in line
to do your part. In Colorado, polling
places statewide will be open from
7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. If November 7
will be too busy of a day to vote, early
voting will be held from October 23 to
November 3, 2006.
There are fourteen ballot proposals-seven amendments and seven
referendums-on
the
Colorado
statewide ballot which may have a significant impact on Colorado residents.
In addition to the fourteen ballot proposals, there is a gubernatorial election , elections for representatives in
the national and state congresses, and
numerous local issues in each district.
If you have not voted in the past, let
this election be the first in which vote.
There is less than a month for the
Regis community and citizens across
the nation to learn about the issues
before we vote. Fortunately, the state
government of Colorado and the
Dayton Memorial Library at Regis
University have made the process relatively easy. For information on the
issues, just visit www.election .colorado.gov, to find information on where
to vote, as well as information on the
fourteen statewide ballot proposals in
the Colorado Blue Book. Also visit
www.regis.edu/Hbrary and check out
the link to "Colorado Ballot Issue
Bibliography."
So get out and vote, we have no
excuse not to.

Letter to the Editor
I am writing this letter in criticism of a University policy that was brought to
our attention in the Highlander on October 3. In this article, we were notified that
in any incident that involved the police outside of Regis property and Regis events,
we as students could be punished by the Regis Judicial Board, if it was determined
that the action we were cited for violated the Regis code of conduct. I will not go
into detail on this code, it can be found on pages 33 through 51 of the 2006-2007
student handbook; however, suffice to say it is extremely comprehensive. For
example, if a student is involved in an alcohol, drug related cita~on, or noise citation, that student can be punished by a legitimate court in the City and County of
Denver or Adams County, or for that matter any other jurisdiction that may send
its report to the university. This student can also be punished by the university
according to this policy. In the United States Bill of Rights, amendment five refers
to and makes illegal the do\lble jeopardy that is a result of this policy, " nor shall
any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy o~ life or
limb." This current Regis policy blatantly violates this amendment by statmg that
the university can punish through its own judicial process studen~ who have been
cited by the police or have been taken to a legitimate court. While I do not ch~lenge the legitimacy of the Regis Judicial Board on events that h~ppen on ReW:s
owned property or at Regis sponsored events both on ~d off Re~s property~ neither the Judicial Board, nor the University have the nght to v10late th~ B_ill _of
Rights by trying students who are alrea?y _in _th~ legal system of another Junsd1cti00 Regis does not have unlimited Junsd1ct10n over the rest of the State of
· d or anywhere else in the world. While I believe that students should be
C o1ora
o,
. .
th 1
f th
more responsible in their actions both on and off campus, _it 1s not . e p ace o _e
·
·ty to punish a student for actions they have committed outside. of any uruuruvers1
.
rty or event The next question and by far the most 1mportant 1s
·
vers1ty prope
·
thi ·
:& ·
whether or not Regis is bound by federal laws. The answer to
s 1s yes, _eg1s
cial aid and is required to meet federal and state sanct1ons
filllan
al
accepts tieder
•
.
·
·
f
o
regarding treatm ent of students and employees. This extends
. .to .cons1deratlon
.
th us c
ftution
and Bill of Rights, if Regis were to d1scnnunate ag~mst stu1
e · · dons
ees 00 the basis of race or gender there would certamly be a
dents an emp1oy
.
.gh
these documents. Regis does not have the n t to
tremendous outcry based 00
. .
.
·
th ti d
· k d h
hi.ch parts of the US Const1tut1on, Bill of Rights, and o er e · ·
.
fin
·al ·d
pie an c oose w
·t an tiollow As an instituaon that accepts federal anc1 a1
eral and state 1aws 1 c
·
.
fc I d
· · · that exists on sovereign Uruted States and State o o ora o
.
and as an mstltution
land it must follow the laws of the respective nation and state.
Sincerely,
Noel Rupel, junior

Matthew Zavala
Opinions Editor

After pledging to do so last Tuesday,
North Korea claims to have indeed
conducted an underground nuclear
test Monday, October 9.
The idea of nations with nuclear
weapons has been a hot topic over tbe
past few months, especially with
nations such as Iran, which implemented a program to begin the development of nuclear energy. Nuclear
bombs have obvious defense capabilities, but they can also be used as
leverage in negotiations.
During the Cold War, Russia and the
United States stood eye to eye for
nearly fifty years waiting for the other
nation to back down. The tension was
brought on by both nations having a
nuclear program and wanting to keep
the system unipolar, where one nation
maintains leadership in economic,
political , and military power. Nukes
seem to establish a nation as a world
player, making the international system at least bipolar, if not multipolar.
North Korea is no different in its use of
nuclear weapons as a way to enter
negotiations.
The United States has not entered
bilateral negotiations with North Korea
over its nuclear program. Instead, it
has attempted to begin negotiations
through China , France, Japan, South
Korea and Russia but those talks have
been stalled. According to an article
from Reuters on October 4 , 2006,
"Pyongyang has refused to return until
the United States ends a crackdown on
North Korean offshore bank accounts,
which Washington says is aimed at
ending suspected illicit activities and
has nothing to do with the six-party
process."
David Sanger of the New York Times
also wrote on October 9, 2006: "North
Korea ...appears constantly fearful that
its far richer, more powerful neighbors ...particularly
the
United
States ...will try to unseat its leadership." Clearly, I think North Korea's
threat of a nuclear test was a direct
plea to enter negotiations with the
United States. Following through with
their pledge only solidifies their frustations.
Now that North Korea has tested
their nuclear weapon, I believe North

Korea will first "demand" recognition by
the United States as a regional actor.
Nuclear weapons have helped a lot of
other nations achieve this status in
years past. This puts the United States
in a very tight situation.
However, the situation looks dim.
President Bush has condemned North
Korea's action.
In USA Today,
October 3, 2006, Bush seeks a
"peaceful, diplomatic solution," not one
of nuclear negotiation. U.S. Assistant
Secretary of State Chris Hill added to
Bush's sentiment: "We are not going to
live with a nuclear North Korea ; we are
not going to accept it." He warned
Pyongyang that "it can t-iave a future or
it can have these weapons. It cannot
have both."

... both the U.S. and North
Korea have to soon begin
the
diplomatic
efforts
towards peace, not just for
the well-being of the two
nations involved, but for the
good of mankind.
North Korea's action may very well
lead to severe consequences. In 1998,
India did underground tests of its
nuclear weapons and within a short
time period, Pakistan responded with
nuclear tests of its own, creating a fight
for political power between the two
countries. In this fragile time, we cannot afford to have nuclear detonations
as a means of deterrence or as a
means to negotiation. It's too dangerous and could lead to the ultimate travesty: nuclear war.
After word of the threat, the U.N.
Security Council even drafted a resolution that passed, issuing a warning to
North Korea in fear the possible denotation would threaten international
peace and security.
Now that North Korea has fired
their weapon, however, the only solution is to negotiate. Nuclear weapons
can only bring destruction as nations
try to grapple as political "top dog." In
the end, both the U.S. and North Korea
have to soon begin the diplomatic
efforts towards peace, not just for the
well-being of the two nations involved,
but for the good of mankind.

Do you have an opinion that
you would like to share?
The Highlander's Opinions
section welcomes your opinions about immigration,
domestic partnership, and
other issues related to the 14
referenda and amendments
on the November state-wide
ballot. In keeping with the
spirit of civil exchange and
respectful dialogue encouraged by our president Fr.
Sheeran, the Highlander
encourages you to attend
events on campus and in the
community, participate in the

discussions, and express
your own opinions here in
the Highlander. Whether it's
a letter to the editor or a contributing statement, the
Highlander is excited to hear
your perspective and further
the discussion.
For more
information or to submit your
article
contact
the
at
Highlander
hldrsubs@regis.edu. Please
submit articles no later than
Friday at 5 p.m. for the following Tuesday edition.
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Sports

Upcoming Games

lntramura·1Playoffs heat up competition

Rugby
Friday, October 20 @ Denver University 7:00 p.m.

Volleyball
Friday, October 13 @ Colorado Christian 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 14 @ Metro State 7:00 p.m.

Men's Soccer
Friday, October 13 @ CSU, Pueblo 3:30 p.m.

Photo by Graham Hunt

Intramural players look to slow down their opponents.

Saturday, October 14@ CU, Colorado Springs 2:00 p.m.
Bobby Morgan
Sports Writer

Women's Soccer
Friday, October 13 vs. CSU, Pueblo 3:30 p.m.
Saturday, October 14 vs. Mesa State 1:00 p.m.

Women's Golf
October 9 and 10
Regis Invite
Fox Hollow Golf Club

RANGER SCOREBOARD
WOMEN'S SOCCER

WOMEN'S GOLF

Record: 9-5-2

CSU Pueblo Invite

October 6th
Regis 4 Colorado School of Mines 1
Goals: Freshmen Kelly Labor (35:48,
36:53) 9th goal of the season
Sophomore Amy Wadginski (71 :55,
73:37) 2 goals on the season
October 8th
Regis 1 MSU-Billings 0
Goals: Sophomore Carter Cornett
(82:12) 10th goal of season

Team Finish- Jlh place
Top Finishers for Regis:
Freshmen Cecilia Silfverskiold- 7th
place
Sophomore Victoria Ybarra- tied for
8th place

MEN'S GOLF
Grand Canyon Invite
Team Finish- 18th place

Top Finishers for Regis:

MEN'S SOCCER

Senior Miles Philpy- tied for 21st
place
'

Record: 2-9-2
October 6th
Regis 2 Eastern New Mexico 1
Goals: Junior Mike Smith (7:42, PK)

1st goal of the season
Junior Ruben Martinez (44:14) 1st
goal of the season

RUGBY
Record: 3-1
October 8th
Regis 43
Air Force Academy 19

October 8th
Regls O West Texas A & M 1

Fans are on there feet, the players
are in the zone and playoffs are here
for intramural sports.
The best place to start is the sport
with the closest competition for the
title: football. The Higher Level are
probably the favorite to win it all, but
both The Crowes and Fighting
Chickens are on their heels and look
forward to an upset in the late rounds.
The Higher Level combines a perfect
combination of offense and defensive
pressure.
Quarterback
Blake
McGilvray has an easy time finding
wide-out
powers,
Keane
and
Goldman, but always has Captain
Laura Bezinovich for the short yardage
plays.
One of the most dangerous teams
looking to upset The Higher Level's
walk to the title, however, is the offensive-minded Fighting Squirrels. Having
the highest point per game total of any
team in the league, The Squirrels definitely got it made for the playoffs. The
team has so many weapons, that other
teams look for the wi11 should best
defend their turf against them. When
Captain Josh Swartzendruber sits at
the helm, teams must guard all six
remaining players in close coverage or
suffer the ultimate. With Evan Dubay,
Drew Rummel, Ray Shirai, Derek
Johnson, and Justin Hintz: deciding
who to cover is impossible.
The second deadly team to look out
for is The Crowes. Captain Ally Press
has crated together a team that tias
tons of chemistry in their all black jerseys. In their final game last
Wednesday, The Crowes created
three turnovers with an interception,
teaching The Dong why they are 5-1.
The last team to hold home field in
the playoffs is those pesky El Diablo
Fighting Chickens. Holding a 3-3
record on their season, the Fighting
Chickens will open the playoffs with a
passion to prove that they are much

better than their record says. With the
Ferro brothers at the helm, the team
combines a smooth offense with a
powerful defense, so look for them to
make a run in the playoffs this week.
Two other teams to watch for in the
playoffs are the 1337 Mile High
Legends and The Dream Teams. Both
managed a 2-3 record and both teams
average similar point totals on the season. Look for the athleticism of The
Dream Team and the smarts of the
1337 Mile High Legends to give those
top seeds some trouble. The last team
to make the playoffs is not happy at
their week 1-3-1 record. The Dong on
their best day compares best to the
Fighting Squirrels, a team that is heavy
on offense. The team led by Captain
Jake Baumgartner, with weapons
Dong, Hudencial, McFadden and Kyle
Harris, the team has opportunity to
score. It is the defense that hurts The
Dong ... if they get their defense together though, look for them to make a
push for the title.
In Dodgeball the clear favorite is still
Aim Low, who are looking for there
second consecutive title. Captain Zach
Winchell last year built a team that
always fights for the win. Kevin Kerr,
Nathan Hawks and Ryan Martinez are
the quick snipers that bite and vanish
all opponents, while big guns Andrew
Matthews and Marcus Trucco pound
the balls down there opponents' throat.
However, some believe it is the girls,
Haley · Kaesman, Lauren Fellows,
Elizabeth Hoffman and Christen
Weberg deserve the credit. There
small statures and "cat like speed and
reflexes," help detour shots at the guys
and waste the opponents time trying to
hit targets that seem impossible to hit.
However, there are some big teams
out there that want to take the title from
Aim Low. Aim Low: watch out because,
teams like El Chupracabra, Marty
McFly Death Squad, Average Steve's,
Off In The Woods, and The Resident
Assassins have your number.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Record: 12-10 overall, 9-4 RMAC
October 6th
Regis defeats CSU Pueblo 30-20, 3021, 30-26
Fort Lewis defeats Regis 30-12, 3024, 19-30, 27-30, 15-7
October ,th
Western New Mexico defeats Regis
30-23, 30-25, 30-19
Regrs defeats Mesa State 30-27, 2630, 30-27, 16-30, 15-12

Photo by Graham Hunt

Ranger players look to make a
defensive tackle.
Photo by Graham Hunt
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Sports

Katie Simons
sports Editor
Sarah Wernimont
sports Writer

Did you know that we have

many club sports on campus?
Well, here is your chance to
find out more! Don't forget to
support your fellow Rangers!

Chris Peloquin has played club
hockey at Regis ever since he was a
freshman. Now a senior, Peloquin predicts a successful season for the hockey team. "I think we are going to be
really good this year. We have a lot of
talent," Peloquin said.
Regis' team shows a lot of age
diversity within the 14 skaters and two
goalies that will be competing on the
ice this year. "It's pretty spread out
age wise," Peloquin said of his teammates. "We even have one graduate
student."
About four or five years ago, Regis
hockey was an intercollegiate sport.
However, since then the team has represented Regis in adult-leagues, with
the exception of last year when the
men practiced and competed against
one another.
The team began practice Saturday,
October 7 at Big Bear Ice Arena in
Denver, preparing for their 21 game
regular season and double elimination
tournament. This year the hockey
team's league consists of eight other
teams who they will compete against.
The season for Regis' hockey team
officially starts Wednesday, October 11
and continues until the end of March.

Men's Lacrosse

The Regis men's lacrosse team also
has a positive out look on the team this
year. _"We should have a substantial
~ame in the league," commented i·un1or
c_ap tam
·
Donny
Gallegos.
Approximately 24 men from Regis
representing each class level, compil~
the team.
:he men have not yet finalized an
offic_1~l schedule for the fall, but will be
part1c1pating in a tournament at the end
of October. The official season for the
lacrosse_ tean:i begins in January and
runs until Apnl. During those months
Regis will be represented in the Rock;
Mountain Lacrosse League which
includes teams such as Colorado
School of Mines, Colorado State
University-Pueblo and Montana State.
Until then, the men's lacrosse team
will continue to practice Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays at
Berkley Middle School, while participating in fall competitions. "We have a
lot of potential and look a lot better
than we did last year," Gallegos said of
the team thus far. Regis fans will get a
chance to see the team for themselves
this spring. The men will host games
at Regis during the Rocky Mountain
Lacrosse League competitions.

The Regis Men's Rugby team has
had a strong tradition of winning over
the years and they are looking to continue their success. " Our heart and
brotherhood is what makes us better
than teams that typically out weigh us
by at least 15 pounds a person", says
captain Jamin Harvey. So far this season a lack of size isn't letting the
Rangers down as the easily won their
first game against Colorado College
and stuck with University of Northern

Colorado, their biggest competition
only losing by 7 points.
Rugby takes place in both the fall
and the spring. If the team finishes first
or second after the fall season they
have the opportunity to play Western
Regionals and if they do well there
possibly advance all the way to
Nationals. The team competes against
Colorado College, University of
Northern Colorado and Denver
University and often time's face off
against Mines or Metro in the playoffs.
All home games are played on the
Regis soccer fields on Sundays.
There are 25 players on the team
and Kevin Campbell and Jamin Harvey
are this years captains. "Our team is a
highly skilled team that is undersized
but faster than any other team out
there," says Harvey. Hopefully with
their speed and skill the Rangers can
once again return to the Western
Regionals.
Rugby is an exciting sport of a very
physical nature and despite being only
a club sport draws fairly large crowds.
"I think that Regis students should
come out and support rugby since it is
a high pace, hard hitting sport that has
represented Regis at a national level of
play", comments Harvey. Though the
rules may seem confusing Harvey
says that shouldn't prevent people
from coming to watch them play, "It is
exciting and there are always people
there to explain what is going on, and
if you don't understand the rules just sit
back and enjoy the hits."
Men's Volleyball

The men's volleyball team has
already started to practice and get
ready for their season. "The team is
starting to come together. All of our
new players are picking up the game
really well ," says senior captain Bobby

Albi. Their first tournament is on
November sth and games will run until
April for this 12-man team.
"The tournaments allow our team to
move up or down in points depending
on how we finish in a given tournament," says Albi. If the Rangers have
enough points the advance to the
regional tournament. Regis competes
against various other universities and
one high school team throughout the
season and our looking to do well this
season.
They have a tall lineup, which is definitely to their advantage at 6'5" and
three others at 6'3" respectively.
Captain Albi will be taking on more of
the coaching duties but sees that all of
his players are developing into strong
players in different areas of the game.
"Sophomore Eddie Leshinski is looking
very impressive in his passing and hitting. Senior Scott Gerlach is probably
our all-around best player even though
he records no previous experience.
Sophomore Shaun Klooer and freshmen Erik Kinney will be the setter,"
says Albi. Albi believes that this team
has the potential as long as they can
come together and understand the fundamentals of the game.
If you didn't know about club volleyball here's your chance to support it
along with all the other club sports. So
go out and support the teams!

Good luck in your
seasons teams!

Bye bye Yanks, hello Mets, goodnight Twins and good morning A's
2006 major league playoffs continue
Bobby Morgan
Sports Writer

With baseball's second season
~ntering its second week, some giants
ave fallen while others have turned
up
the
heat.
The only logical series to take a look
at first is the series that ended first.
D~pending on how you look at it, you
W~II either be incredibly disappointed
With the M"
. or amazed
b
mnesota Twins
Y the Oakland Athletics. Oakland
e_ntered the playoffs for the first time
s~nce 2003. Oakland had lost their previous fou r d...
1v1s1onal two games three
to N
.
'
ew York twice and Minnesota and
B0 t
'
s on respectively. However 2006
Would b
.
'
of
e much different, not because
of !he oppon~nt stre~gth, but because
Oakland s persistence to win .
0
:kland finished the season 24 games
:~ve .500, after being only 5 games
Th/e -50? a short two months ago.
Ath1etics keep looking more and
more
lik
Ch
. e Iast years World Series
;mpions, the Chicago White Sox.
80
teams are power pitching prog
Frrams wi·th deep bullpens; both had
... ank Thomas in their lineups both
..-ere ·
.
'
the given little chance to do well in
I
clut Phayoffs, and both have "mediocre"
seec offenses. As exciting as it is to
Was O
. akland'~ three game sweep, it
Just a disappointing to see the

Twins let down. After finishing the season on a hot streak and taking the
Central League title away from the
Detroit Tigers, Minnesota looked like a
team on a mission , yet never showed
up
on
the
battle
field .
Speaking of the Tigers, things didn't look good going into the playoffs.
Drawing the best team in baseball the
New York Yankees, it looked to be
another Yankee victim. After losing the
opening game at Yankee Stadium, the
starting pitchers came to play. Led by
Justin Verlander, Kenny Rogers and
Jeremy Sonderman, the Tigers swept
the next three games from the
Yankees, propelling them to the World
Series favorites. Despite a lineup with
eight All-Stars and a 200 million dollar
payroll, the Yankees for the sixth
straight year are watching someone
else continue in the playoffs .
In the National League, one
series ended quickly and the other was
the longest in the playoffs. The powerful New York Mets led by a roster full of
veterans, teaching the Dodgers a lesson about how to play baseball. After a
close game 1, the Mets went into lock
down mode and stole the next two
games. The Dodgers had some life i~
Game 3 holding a one run lead until
the sixth inning when the Mets ralli~d
with three runs and added two more in
the eighth, ending the Dodgers sea-

son. Despite becoming a questionable
playoff team with the loss of starting
pitcher Pedro Martinez, veterans
Carlos Delgado and Tom Glavine
made it clear that the Mets are the
favorites to reach the World Series.
The second national league series
had the central division champions St.
Louis and the west division champs
San Diego Padres. The Padres led by
starting pitcher Chris Young , took
game 3 but one game doesn't win a
series. It was all Cards in the fourth
and final game of the series, with pitcher Chris Carpenter going seven
innings and picking up his second win
of
the
division
series.
Looking forward to the
American League Championship
Series, Oakland and Detroit will give
everyone's money's worth. The series
brings baseball's hottest team in the
Oakland Athletics and baseball's
newest surprise the Detroit Tigers. The
teams are both very talented and hot
on their games, but only one can continue on to the World Series. Oakland
is coming off their first divisional series
win since 1992 and has a young powerful pitching staff. One thing I'd worry
about for Oakland is their slightly
slacking offense, however. Detroit is
powerful all around, and veteran
Kenny Rogers is pitching like the allstar he has been the past two years.

Ivan Rodriguez is in his third season
with Detroit since his 2003 trade from
the World Series Champions and he is
hungry for another title. The series
should be one for the ages with games
coming down to pitching match ups
and bullpen battles. Unfortunately, I
am afraid the road will come to an end
for Oakland and it will be Detroit's
pitching that will be the roadblock for
an
Oakland
victory.
In the National League
Division series we have a rematch of
the 2000 affair between the New York
Mets and St. Louis Cardinals. Both
teams have some big names, but also
some big questions. The Cardinals
MVP Candidate Albert Pujols are
entering their third straight NLCS and
their fifth in seven years. The only
problem that they are facing for the
first time is a pitching match up. With
Chris Carpenter throwing on Sunday,
he won't be available until at least
Game 3, forcing the Cardinals to send
right-handers Weaver and Suppan to
the mound, both who have had up and
down seasons. New York gets the
upper hand with one more days rest
and starts their rotation on schedule
sending Glavine to the mound for
Wednesday's Game 1. All in all the
series should be close, but I see the
Mets making a 2006 World Series
appearance.
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Spotlight

Concert Review
TV on the Radio

DAM opens new Frederic C. Hamilton building

Kevin O'Brien
KRCX Music Director

Jessica Knapp
Spotlight Reporter

>

Architect Daniel Libeskind could not
have picked a more intricate design for
the Denver Art Museum's new
Hamilton Building. The new wing,
which began construction in 2003, took
more than 2,750 tons of steel to support the angular design . To celebrate
the achievement of its construction,
the museum hosted Hot DAM: Art at all
Hours, which let the public view the
new building for 35 full hours through
October 7 and 8. The event was a
clear success considering timed tickets were sold out the majority of the
weekend. Thanks to the generosity of
one volunteer, I was lucky enough to
receive one ticket to get in and take
part in the festivities.
Once you walk into the new
Hamilton building, you are immediately
struck with the rigidness of the walls.
The lobby is adorned with a piece that
includes 80 circular mirrors with
changing LED numbers by Tatsuo
Miyajima. While the crowd in the lobby
was a bit overwhelming, the overall
construction of the wing is surprisingly
calm. Even though each wall is a
jagged edge ending in a crisp corner,
something about the whiteness of the
walls and the fact that each wall has a
purpose is quite calming, even in consideration of the eight floors each viewer would have to climb to reach the top
floor.
To best experience the art and the
new building itself, start on the top floor
and wind your way down. If you do
this, you get to experience all new
faces of modern and contemporary art.
Galleries include African art, Oceanic
art, and two temporary exhibitions
which have Modern and Japanese art.
If you have been a patron of the
Denver Art Museum before, you will
find this new addition as not only an
additional building , but an additional
art piece that the museum can show.
The old north building was only limited
to six floors and was constantly cramming too much art in too little space.
With the new addition, patrons will find
the space as more appreciative of the
artwork, giving enough room to frame
each installation. The new building
also provides more space for additional works and traveling exhibitions in
the future.
Some of the most popular paintings
in the North building have also found a
new haven in the Hamilton Building.
Famed impressionist painter Claude
Monet's Waterloo Bridge has a new
home in the Impressionism Collection
on the third floor which is also home to
a Picasso, several Matisse's, and a
Braque.
The opening of the Hamilton
Building drew many art fans, as well as
some who haven't been to the muse-

Photo from www.wikipedia.org

DAM Frederic C. Hamilton building next to the original.
um in years. The museum expects
over 1 million visitors to the new wing
in the first year alone. The excitement
that Libeskind has generated with his
contemporary design drew many other
artists to the opening during the weekend as well. 13th Avenue was closed
down and a temporary stage was

could be found on the side streets for
other artists who wanted to display
their work. The theme "Art at All
Hours" was even present during the
earliest hours of the morning when
some were selling and buying art from
fellow artists.
The new Hamilton Building has ere-

Museum Hours
Closed on Monday
Tuesday and Thursday 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday and Friday 10:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m.
Saturday and Sunday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Closed on Thanksgiving and Christmas

Location
Part of the Civic Center Cultural Complex on
13th Avenue between Broadway and Bannock
Streets, downtown Denver

erected on the street connecting the
old building with the new. Festivities
were held all weekend, and some
artists that were not on the walls in the
museum were out on the street with
the people. Stephen De Orio was
commissioned by the museum to
recreate famous pieces of art work in
chalk on 13th Avenue. De Orio said it
typically took him ten hours to finish
one piece of artwork the size that he
was creating. Traveling art galleries

ated so much excitement in the community that one can only hope that
Denver residents will frequent the Art
Museum more and appreciate all the
art that it holds. The successful opening of the new wing can only spark
enthusiasm for the Denver art community, and we can all look forward to
venturing into the striking architecture
and the magnificent masterpieces that
it holds.

I don't go to church. I haven't regularly gone to some form of it in, well ,
over two years. Instead, I go to concerts. Last Tuesday my chapel was
the Fox Theater in Boulder. The Fox
Theater's large, yet intimate atmosphere and the interior design was a
perfect venue for my worship. Some
might call it idle worship, but I call it
spirituality. On this particular evening,
my pastor was TV on the Radio,
specifically their front man Tunde
Adebimpe. With his soulful singing
voice, vibrant stage performance ,
and contagious passion that seemed
to seep from his pores with each drop
of sweat, Adebimpe could have easily been mistake for a gospel preacher. For me, he was.
Before the band took the stage, the
crowd was not rowdy or raucous with
anticipation. There was a suspenseful lull, an indication that the crowd
was as dedicated as I was. With the
crowd collectively raising our fists in
the air the band took the stage, not
like rock stars hooting and hollering,
but like humble men stepping to the
alter. Their set had an ebb and flow of
a Sunday service. From the smooth
backbeats and poignant vocals of
Young Liars to the high energy
fuzzed dance fest that was Wolf Like
Me, front man Adebimpe moved
across the stage preaching the good
word.
TV on the Radio's ability to make
poignant and insightful music, while
maintaining a diverse and gripping
stage, show why they, like few before
them, may save modern music from
the tyranny of pop music, the boredom of rock, and the plagiarism of
punk.
As the show came to an end, the
band returned from a brief break for a
two song encore. Returning with the
thunderous Let the Devil In, it was
clear that TV on the Radio makes
music exciting again . Let the Devil
In's deep drum beats and clamorous
sing along vocals electrified the
crowd and made them participants,
not merely observers. Finally, closing
with their most recognized song, the
crowd was then pushed back into the
fuzzy bass notes and pop vocals of
Staring at the Sun.
Walking out of the Fox Theater, I
was inspired and hopeful. I was
inspired by the service and the
preacher's bravado, pulling me in and
letting me know that everything would
be okay.

October Music
Department Events:
Saturday, October 21
: Early Music Colorado Fall
.
Festival
.
1Oa.m.-6p .m.
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.
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Photo from www.wikipedia.org

The DAM Frederic C. Hamilton building under construction. The plans called for 2,750 tons of steel to support
the angular design.

Sunday, October 22
Early Music Colorado Fall
Festival
12-6p.m .

:
Tuesday, October 24
: Catherine Beeson: Faculty
·
Voice Recital
.•••.....•••••••.........••...•..••••••....
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Came~a Obscura Gallery presents Washburn and Strand
Maric~r Coq~,a
Associate Editor
1 Jove photographs. I love photographs so much, that, most of my dorm
room wall and my computer are filled
with photo after photo of abstract
angles, foolish faces, and other miscellaneous "masterpieces." I guess you
can say I have a mini museum in West
Hall; but that's because I don't often
have the opportunity to leave this
sweet campus of ours. (I am car-less.)
Mind you, many of these "masterpieces" are not my own, but copies of
photographs I've seen in newspapers
and books. About two weeks ago, however, I received the opportunity to
observe authentic photographs of two
famous photographers: Bradford
Washburn and Paul Strand. Thanks to
Dr. Robert Nauman, the professor of

my Critical Issues of 20th Century
Photography class, eleven students,
including myself, were able to see the
photos from our textbook come alive
on the walls of The Camera Obscura
Gallery, located in the heart of Denver,
behind the Denver Art Museum. Both
exhibits are sponsored by the Denver
Art Dealers Association (DADA).
.Hal Gould, director of the gallery,
reveres both Washburn and Strand's
photography: "They're spectacular
photographs," he commented.
Washburn's photographs are from a
series called "Photographing in High

Places." Washburn traveled to the
mountaintops of Alaska and the Yukon
to capture, in my opinion, some of the
~reatest landscape photography of our
time. _Done over four decades, I find it
amazing that Washburn's hard efforts
communicate pictures that are so
effortlessly beautiful.
Donald Smith, author of the 2002
Washburn biography On High, praises
Washburn's genius: "Washburn is one
of th e few who has been able to make
great science and great art ... His pictures are pure genius, but he doesn't
know why ... He just has the soul of an
artist."
Similarly, Strand, who is known for
his ability to work with different photographic genres, also traveled far to
capture his enigmatic "Photographs of
Mexico." Strand's talent in documentary photography is clearly demonstrated through the photos. Although
Strand passed away in 1976, his technique continues to set the standards
for professional photographers today.
He is clearly not an amateur-each
photograph in the series communicates the life and presence of Mexico
at the time. One photograph of a crucified Jesus statue, for instance, left me
feeling anxious, speechless, and compelled to keep looking at Strand's
beautiful work.
Overall, my visit to The Camera
Obscura Gallery was a fantastic experience, and one I would do more often

Common at the D· Note
Derek Miller
Spotlight Editor

There aren't many music venues
that can beat the D Note. After all, how
many other places offer excellent
pizza, friendly staff, and poetry on the
restroom walls as a supplement to an
extraordinary lineup of performers? I
had the good fortune to enjoy much of
what the D Note has to offer last Friday
to hear John Common perform and I
look forward to future visits.
An integral part of Olde Town
Arvada, the D Note is located at 7519
Grandview Avenue, next door to the
?Ide Town Pick N Parlor. Interestingly,
it was a visit to the Pick N Parlor that
introduced D Note owners/brothers
Adam, Matthew, and Jeremy DeGraff
to the location. According to the website, www.dnote.us, "Adam wanted an
art gallery and performance venue,
Matthew wanted to create a playground for adults, and Jeremy wanted
a bar and live music venue." The D
Note is all that and more.
On entering the D Note, one of the
first things I noticed was the laid back
attitude of both the staff and the client~le. After seating myself at a table
directly in front of the stage, the waitress came over to take my drink order
and was more than willing to discuss
upcoming events at the D Note.
Having arrived fairly early in the
evening, I was able to observe that
even at almost full capacity, the D Note
never felt crowded, just cozy (except of
course for the overzealous rearrangement of tables by some patrons who

had previously been taking full advantage of the offered wine tasting).
About the time my drink arrived,
John Common took to the stage. Not
well known, he has a surprisingly professional sound. It is difficult to place
his music in a specific genre, but if I
had to name a few, I would say that his
music could be classified as anything
from indie rock to folk to jazz. This is a
testament to his uniqueness as a performer. Unfortunately, the wine tasting
had attracted a middle-aged audience
that was more interested in the contents of their glasses than the music in
the air and was therefore unresponsive
to the music. For those not participating in the tasting however, John
Common gave an excellent performance. His lyrics are easy to listen to
and he was quick to oblige song
requests. With a performer as polished as John Common, the D Note
would be wise to save distractions, like
wine tasting, to be held during the performances of less experienced groups.
Having finished my "Beastie Pie" (a
pizza with practically every imaginable
kind of meat on it), I left the waitress a
well-earned tip and headed out the
door anticipating future bellyfuls of
good food and new songs in my whistle from the D Note. Be sure to check
it out. You won't be disappointed.
You can hear samples of John
Common's music at
www.johncommon.com. The D Note
is located at 7519 Grandview Ave.
Arvada,Colorado.
303.GO.DNOTE www.dnote.us

This week at the D Note:
Tuesday

8:00 PM
Ub Style
Trivia,
Sponsored
by Absolute

p

.__

Wednesday Thursday
5:30 PM
0 -Note Biz
Connection $5 every .
Wednesday

700 Pm
The Clamdaddys
Transcendental
Blues Jam

Friday
5:00 PM

7:45 PM Wine Tasting
Pete
w/John
Epstein
Wernick
and
8:00 PW
Flexigrass Lionel Young

$5

Band $5

Saturday

Sunday

7:00 PM

11:30 AM

Ca1un Jam w/
Hafla, w/
Jax Delaguerre
Yallah! and
dance per8:00 PM
formances w/ La Candela
a halloween
(live salsa
band) $8 (w/
twist $5
free lesson)

if it wasn't for my transportation deficiency. Washburn
and Strand's photographs
will continue to be on display
until October 29. The next
exhibit will be: "Marilyn
Monroe: Beginning to EndPhotographs," by photographers Andre de Dienes and
George Barris. This exhibition will be shown from
November
1O through
December 31. The gallery
also has a bookstore and a
number of photographs and
enlarged posters for sale.
For all you photography
fiends,
The
Camera
Obscura Gallery is the place
to go!
Visit www. cameraobscuragallery.com and www.denverart.org for more details.

Courtesy of the Paul Strand Archive
Church - Coaplaxtla, 1933 by Paul Strand.
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Contact: Hal Gould, director
Gall
h
ery ours: Tuesday-Saturday: lO a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday: 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday: Closed
Phone: (303)-623-4059
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Shattered Glass brings bad luck
for Stephen
Erica Easter
Spotlight Writer

Going to the movies is a pastime
that most of us enjoy. Perhaps it is
because we walked away from the
experience feeling good, pondering a
thought-provoking plot twist, or
angered at the antagonist hailed victory. Nevertheless, we go to the movies
because we want to be entertained
and maybe along the way, learn
something.
It is not uncommon for screenplays
to emerge from real-life occurrences,
particularly stories that have drama
and evocative elements. Blockbuster
movies "based on facts" seem to
attract large audiences, getting the
hype that a cure for cancer would, but
they sometimes lack the quality of a
more ·underground" movie. Evading
superficial character developments,
these indie films approach issues like
genocide, fraud, and ethics. The characters of these films are developed in
such a way that the human emotions
are not sugar coated, but raw, uncut,
and often, uncomfortably too realistic.
One movie, Shattered Glass, which
came out in 2003, deals with the
largest journalism fraud in history,
along with the humanness of the situation. With a talented ensemble cast,
this movie reveals the twisted nature
and flawed character of Stephen
Glass, played by Hayden Christensen.
As a well-respected and talented
young man, Glass was an aspiring
writer when he started his infamous
career at the New Republic, a
Washington
D.C.-based
current
events and policy magazine. The
movie begins by highlighting the prolific young writer's witticism and naivety,
making the viewer like him immediate-

ly. From the quirky music to the lighthearted dialogue, the movie does not
appear to have cunning characters.
However, as the plot is revealed, so
is the deception and unethical practices of the writer. In order to sensationalize his stories, Glass was blatantly lying in his articles, much to the
expense of other's reputations. He
even fabricated websites to prevaricate the public and his editors from
questioning his integrity. One of the
most enticing elements of this film is
the relationship of Christensen's character and Chuck Lane, Glass' editor,
(played by Peter Sarsgaard). As you
are watching the movie, you almost
experience the emotions of defeat,
anger, and sadness as each of the
characters. Although Glass' lies manifested and he was defamed in front of
the entire world, there was still a feeling of injustice. At first, you may feel
angry by the crafty lies and knavery
character flaws that Glass bequeathed
to the world, but at the same time. you
almost feel sorry for him.
Shattered Glass is a movie that
delivers genuine character studies of
the antagonist, Christensen, and the
protagonist, Sarsgaard . Critically
acclaimed and winner of many independent film awards, Shattered Glass
presents the viewer with a contemplative and meaningful account of an
incident in history that everyone
should learn from and relate to. This
movie is not just about a young man
who deceived the world, it is also
about the relationships that were
affected in the process.
This movie also stars Chloe
Sevigny, Steve Zahn, Rosario Dawson
and Hank Azria and was written and
directed by Billy Ray.
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Calendar of Campus Events
Monday, October 9 thru
Friday. October 18
Flu Clinic: Influenza vaccinations are available for all Regis
students and Faculty. Walk-in
clinic, no appointments
required. Cost is S15 for students and free for faculty.
Monday, October 9
Student Senate Meeting: to be
held at 4:30 p.m. in the Newland
Conference Center.
Tuesday, October 10
Health Professions Career Fair:
If you're seeking a career in
health care services, don't miss
this opportunity to meet with
representatives from many of
Colorado's largest and most
prestigious health care employers and other leading health
care organizations from across
the nation. Discuss employment opportunities and options
in the health care industry.
Sponsored by Career Services
and to be held in the Student
Center Dining hall from 11:00
a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Media Relations Luncheon for
Faculty: Join media relations for
an informational luncheon discussing how you can help build
the image of Regis University.
We'll show you what's involved
in being a faculty expert for television, print and online media.
You'll hear testimonials from
current faculty experts, see
examples of faculty speaking on
behalf of Regis and learn how
you can get more involved.
Please RSVP to Kristen Blessman
at kblessma@regis.edu or 303458-4273. To be held in the
ALC Mountain View Room at
12:00 p.m.
Luncheon Conversations:
.. Morality at the Ballot Box:
Catholic Perspectives on
Colorado Election Issues."
Topics include immigration,
same sex marriage, minimum
wage, and domestic partner
rights. To be held at 12:00 p.m.
in Main Hall Room 333.

~
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Thursday, October 19
"Transforming Religious
Conflict into Lasting Peace":
Come listen to David Trimble,
1998 Nobel Peace Prize winner,
discuss religious conflict as part
of the Fall 2006 Speaker Series:
"Catholicism in the Modern
World." To be held in the St.
John Francis Regis Chapel at
7:00 p.m.

Fitness Screening: Students in
the Department of Physical
Therapy invite you to participate in fitness screening including aerobic capacity testing, BMI
and body composition measurements ...Ask a PT," as well. If
you would like to reserve a spot
please contact Jon Claude at
claud67l@regis.edu. To be held
in the Fitness Center from 1:00
p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Thursday, October 19 thru
Sunday, October 22
Orality and Literacy VI
Tradition: Explore how understandings of tradition are related to the roles of oral and literate forms of thought and communication. Call or e-mail Janna
Goodwin to pre-register before
October 13. All groups of over 6
are required to pre-register. For
others, pre-registration is not
necessary; however, space is
quite limited! Contact Janna
Goodwin at jgoodwin@regis.edu
for more information. To be
held in the Conference Center at
8:00 a.m.

The Peace & Justice Studies program and the Peace & Justice
Club will be leading a shuttle
van to the "Eyes Wide Open"
exhibit in Civic Center Park.
Contact elle thomas at tiggergrrl@gmail.com or 720.434.3161,
or meet outside the Student
Center at 10:45 a.m. or 2:30
p.m.
Thursday. October 12
Kevin May presents "Leadership:
A Conscious Co-Creation of
Life": Part of the Leadership
Development Program's Dinner
and Dialogue Series. RSVP to
Sally Spencer-Thomas 303-4584323 or sspencer@regis.edu.
Space is limited. A light dinner
will be served. To be held in
the Coors Life Direction Center
Classroom at 8:00 a.m.

Monday. October 23
P-card training: Melanie
Mackintosh will be presenting
everything you need to know
about being a purchasing card
holder or approver. No RSVP is
necessary. Questions about the
p-card? Contact Kathy Medina
at ext. 4130 or at
smedina@regis.edu. To be held
in Main Hall 433 (ITS Training
Room) at 2:00 p.m.

Saturday, October 14 thru
Tuesday, October 17
Fall Break: No Classes

Tuesday, October 24
NFL Superbowl XXXIII champ to
speak at Regis: Regis
University's Office of Diversity,
Athletics Department, Office of
Student Activities, Residence
Life, and Behavioral Health
Program present Esera Tuaolo,
"Creating a World of Tolerance
and Civility" as part of the

Wednesday, October 18
SPARC sponsors a presentation
by Jim Elliott and Dr. Tim
Noteboom, who will discuss
their study of Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) findings in whiplasl) injury. This
research was done in collaboration with The Whiplash and

SUDOKU
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Solution {Don't cheat, now... hint: use a mirror)
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2006-2007 Speaker Series. After
nine years in the NFL, Esera
Tuaolo came out as gay, a secret
which caused him to have
severe anxiety and depression.
While Tuaolo's story is unique
in its setting-a pro sports locker room- his feelings of depression, loneliness and thoughts of
suicide are universal and will
resonate with many people.
Tuaolo is also the author of
"Alone in the Trenches: My life
as a gay man in the NFL"
released March 15, 2006. This
program is free and open to the
community on Tuesday, October
24 from 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. in
the cafeteria. For more information please contact Rae Sandler
at rsandler@regis.edu or at
303.458.4378.
Wednesday, October 25
Project Mercy Ethiopia 2006
Student Presentation/Reflection:
Come to this brown bag event to
join in conversation and reflection about the RueckertHartman School for Health
Professions Project Mercy
Ethiopia 2006 Student
Intercultural Immersion. Coffee
and tea will be served. To be
held in the ALC Mountain View
Room from 12:00 p.m. to 1:30
p.m.
Thursday, October 26
"Holiness in the Marketplace:
The Promise and possibilities of
Business and Economic Life":
Come listen to Albino Barrera,
O.P. Professor of Economics and
Humanities (Theology),
Providence College, Rhode
Island, speak as part of the Fall
2006 Speaker Series:
"Catholicism in the Modern
World". To be held in the Saint
John Francis Regis Chapel at
7:00 p.m .
Tuesday, October 31
Employee Activity Committee
Halloween Celebration: Join the
Employee {\ctivity Committee
for our annual Halloween Party!
There will FREE LUNCH for anyone in a costume! To be held in
the Faculty Lounge at 12 p.m.

Classified
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Diagnostic Unit and The Centre
for Magnetic Resonance at The
University of Queensland in
Australia. To be held in the
Science Amphitheater at 12:00
p.m.

Wednesday, October 11
Jesuit Mission Group Meeting:
All Regis Employees are invited
to attend the Jesuit Mission
Group Meeting. The agenda
includes presentations by Pat
Sablatura, Steve Bennett, Kathy
Schaefer, and Steve Jacobs. To
be held in the ALC Mountain
View Room at 12:15 p.m.
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Townhome for Rent
Lakewood
(Hampden & Wads)
2 bdr, 1 bath, 1 car garage
A/C, all appl., pets ok
Close to greenbelt,
schools, shopping.
$850/mo.
720-226-6898
Do you have a classified
ad you'd like posted in
the Highlander?
Contact our
advertising staff at
hldrads@regis.edu for
ad rates and more
information.
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